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PAPER - 1 : MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY
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PART A - MATHEMATICS

L. ft ihe curves y2 : 6x, 9x2 +by2 :16
intersect each other at right arrgles, then

the vatrue of b is :

9(1) 
2

(2) 6

7(3) ,
(4) 4

Let u be a vector coplanar lvith the vectors

-) .AA-)nn-->
a :2i +3 j- k ancl b : j+ k. If u

is perpenclicular to ? ancl ; ; :24,
l-->12

then lu I is equal to :

(1) 84

{2) 336

(3) 315

(4) 256

For each t e R, let [t] be the greatest integer

less than or equal to t. Then

lim.i,1l-[?i.- -itsl't.,,--ro-^\i;1,'Ir_ Lr-]l
(i) cloes not exist (in R).

(2) is equal to 0.

(3) is eqrral to 15.

(4) is equal [o 12tt.

5

If L1 is the line of intersection of the planes
2x -2y *32 -2:0, x -y + z l1-:0 and
L, is the line of intersection of the planes
x + 2y - z -3 :0, 3x -y +22- 1 : 0, then
ttre distance of the origrn from the plane,

containing the lines h *d L, is:
1(1) o

1.(2) m
1(3) 

-sJ-z
1(4) ffi

T.2

The value of J sin2 r dr is :
JL+2'

_E
2

Let g(.t): cos .r2, .f (x): nli , and
ct, B (o < 9) be the roots of the quadratic

equation 18.t2 - 9tr *;r2:0. Then the

area (rn sq. units) bounded bl'the curve

y: (5,"f )(t) and the lines -r: G, r: B and

Y:0, is :

1/1\ :( Jz - tl\ / 2\ |

1

(2) i(Ja - t)

(3) ](va .';
(4) it* - a)

TI(1) n
TT(2) 
8

Ti(3) ,
(4) 1;

3.

D/Page 2 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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If surrr of all the solutions of the equation

s.o,,.[.o,(; . ,) -'(; - ,) - i) :,
in [0, rr] is km, then k is equal to :

20(1) 
s

2(2) 5
13(3) t
8(4) 
e

Let /(r):r2+) " a g(r): *-!,

r e R- l-1,0,1). If h(r) : 
#,then 

the

local minimum value of h(r) is:

(1) zJi
(2) 3

(3) -3
(4) -2O

, The integral

f sin2 x cos2xJ*'
is equal to :

-1(1) ^; *C\ / 1+cot"x
1(2) ,(il t.5 + c

-1.(3) 5t,;t.5+c
1(4) il;F; + c

(where C is a constant of integration)

A bag contains 4 red and 5 black balls. A

balt is drawn at random from the bag, Tts

colour is observed and this ball along with

two additional balls of the same colour are

returned to the bag. Ilnow a ball is drawn

at random from the bag, then the

probability that this drawn ball is red, is :

J
(1) 

4

-c(2) m
2(3) 5
1(4) 
5

Let the orthocentre and centroid of a

triangle be A(- 3, 5) and B(3, 3)

respectively. If C is the circumcentre of

this hiangle; then the radius of the circle

h^r.irrg line segment AC as dia neter, is :

3G
(1) . 

"r\A

(2) fio
(3) 2J1o

t=_i5(r) tll

6

"I
T*

If the tangent at (1, 7) to the curve

x2:!-6 touches the circle

x2+y2+L6x+12y f c:0 then the value of

cis:
(1) e5

(2) 1,e5

(3) 18s

(4) 8s

.oO).*" g('''
- \\3 '

,L, M\

D/Page 3 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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13. If cr, p e C are the distinct roots, of the

equation x2 - x* 1 :0, then ct101 + p107 is

/eqtalto:
/

(1) 2

(2) -1.

(3) 0

(4) 1

14. PQR is a triangular Park with

PQ:Pft:lPg *. A T'V' tower stands at

the mid-point of QR' If the angles of

elevation of the top of the tower at P' Q

and R are resPectively 45", 30" and 30o'

then the height of the tower (in m) is :

L6. The sum of the co-efficients of all odd

clegree terms in the exPansion of

(,-,r'-1)'* (,- J*3 -1)-,(x>1)

(1) :

\-/

11\ 0\- /

(4) 1

Tangents are drawn to the hyperbolt

4x2 - f :36at the 1rcirds P ild Q' If thest

tangents inEsect at the PotutT(O 3) thet

the area (i. tq.units) of APTQ is :

(1) 36..6

(2) 45J5

54\5

60.,,5

Li From 6 different novels and 3 differer

dictionaries, 4 novels and L dictionary a:

to be selected and arranged in a row on

sheU so that the dictionary is always

the middle. The number of su(

arrangements is :

(1) at least 750 but less than 1000

(2) at least 1000

(3) less than 500

(1) at least 500 but less than 750

(1) 5oO

(2) 100

(3) 50

(4) 100.,6

9

1s. rf I@i-5):e
i:1 i=1

(3)

(+)

then the standard deviation of the 9 items

X1, X2, ..,.,, X, iS :

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

4

2

D/Page 4 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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19. If the system of linear equations

x+kY *32:O

3x +kY -22:O
2x + 4Y -Zz:0

has a non-zero solution ('' Y' ')' 
then {

v-

is equal to :

(1) 30

(2) - 10

(3) 10

(4) - 30

21. Two sets A and B are as under :

lb-51 < 1);

B:{(a,b) e RxIt:4(a -6)2+9ib'-5tr
< 36]. Then :

(1) neitherAcBnorBcA

(2) BcA
(3) AcB
(4) AaB:$(anemPtvset)

22. Tangent and normal "-" 
drawn at

P(16, 16) on the Parabola f :16x' which

intersect the axis of the parabola at A and

B, respectively' If C is the centre of the

circle through the points P' A and B and

ICPB:0, then a value of tan 0 is :

A
=(1) g

r1
1

20. lf l.'. .t-1 lr : (A + Br)(x - A)-
I

, 2r lr t-+i

then the ordered pair (A' B) is equal to :

t1) (4, 5)

,2) (-4, -5)

(3) (-4,3)

(4) (-4,5)

1.(2) ,
(3) 2

(1) 3

equal to :

(1) t0, "t)
(2) O (an emPtY set)

(3) {0}

(4) {"'}

2{. The Boolean exPressi n

^-(P t q) " (- P ^ d is equivalent to :

23. Let S: {t e n , f (x):l'- 
"tl 

' (elrl - 1) sinlrl

is not differentiable at t)' Then the set S is

(1) -q
(2) -P
(3) P

(4) q

ZSAstraight line through a fixed point (2' 3)

intersects the coordinate axes at distihct

points P and Q' If O is the origin and the

rectangle OPRQ is completed' then the

locus of R is :

(1) 3x+2Y:6xY fi--k
O\ 3x*2v:5
ir; b*zf>*v tb g <
(4) zf +2fr:xY

D/Page 5 ST'NCE FOR ROUGH WORK
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26. tet A be the sum of the first 20 terms and

B be the sum of the first 40 terms of the

serles

1.2 + 2.22 + Z2 + 2.42 + 52 + 2.62 + .....

If B - 2A:100\, then \ is equal to :

(1) 4e6

(2) 232

(3) 248

(4) 464

27. Let y:y(x) be the solution of the

differential equation

. dttsinxla + v cosx :4x, x e (0, rr). If
dx

,(l) : o. then ,l,l) is equal to :

'\z) "',6,) r
\ -/

4.>
(1) - s 

lt'

4't(2) ------ n'

-8 )
/i\ --'----- rt'\-/ 9J3

8r(4) --n-

/
Thflength of the projection of the 1

segment jgining the points (5, -1-, 4) t

(4, -1,3) on the plane, x*y*z:7 is

(1)
E

!5

2

{J

2
;
J

1

;J

(2)

(3)

(4)

29. LetS:{re R:x } 0and

2i# -3i+J'(.tq -q+6:0). T'hen

(1) contains exactly four elements.

(2) is an errrpty set.

(3) contains exactly one elernent.

(1) contains exactly two elements.

30. Let ar, d), d3t ....., d49 be in A.P. such

t2

I ur*-, :11.6 and ar*an --66.
k:0

"l + ul+ ..... + 
"12 

:140 m, then n

equal to :

(1) 33

(2) 66

(3) 68

(4) 34

DlPage 6 ROUGH WORK
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PART B - PHYSICS

\LI, THE GRAPHS /DL|GRAMS GIVEN ARE

SCHENIATLC AND IVOT DIiAWN TO SCALE.

31/ Three concentric metal shells A, B and C

' of respectir.e radii a, b and c (a < b < .)
have surface charge densibies -f a, - o and

+ o respectively. The potential of shell B

is;

(i) . l- . "rleoL

., 
,1 

uz_62 l
\-,€o-a-]

0. [u2 - t''r
(3) " i u *tj

tso l-

o iu._.,(l) . i-- b 
*'_,

eoL

32. Seven identical circular planar disks, each

of mass M and radius R are welded
symrnetricallv as shown. The moment of

inertia of the arrangement about the axis

normal to the plane arrd passing through
the point P is :

(1) T*'
(2) ?*o'
(3) fvrn'
(4) T*o'

33. -From a uniform girculaf {isc of radius,R

:i-,..,::.R
"'and mass 9 M, a small disc of radius 5 is

removed as shown in the figure. The

moment of inertia of the remaining disc

about an axis perpendicular to the plane

of the disc and passing through eentre of

disc is :

-G- anA
M) --

$Pv-
{-*t,

(1)

(2)

(r)

4 MR2

(4) 10 MR2
,"fi * - 

/'\\

rL- h

Z vn'
9

4 un'
9

34,

-(-- *^FP

h,,

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK

The reading of the ammeter for a silicon

diode in the glven circuit is :

(1) 13.5 mA

(2) 0

(3) 15 mA

(4) 11.5 mA

^'r-t-"6
.s:g-
a\

200 C)

D,'Page 7
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35.
/
"'Uopolrrized light of intensity I passes

through an ideal polarizer A' Anothet

identical polarizer B is placed behind A'

The intensity of lightbeyond B is found to

I," i.. Now another identical polatizer C

is placed between A and B' The intensrty

I
beyond B is now found to be i ' The angle

between Polarizel A and' q ls ' YNi4

37. Two masses m1:5 kg and mr:10 k8'

cormected by * inextensible string over a

frictionless pulley, are moving as shown

in the figure. The coefficient of friction of

horizontal surface is 0'15' The minimum

weight m- that should be put on top of m2

to stoP the motion is :

(1) 10 3 kg

(2) 18.3 kg

(3) 27.3 kg

(1) 43.3 kg

In a collinear collision, a particle with an

initial speed. zro strikes a stationary particle

of the same mass. If the final total kinetic

energv is 50% greater than the original

kinetic energy, the magnitude of the

relative velocif between the two particles'

after collision, is :

(1)

['^(2) -i
a

(3) ^[1 ,,"

For an RLC circuit driven with voltage of

1.

amplitude z;* and frequencY 'o: ffi
the current exibits resonance' The quality

factor, Q is given bY :

38.

(2)
To

\JL

ooL
R

ooR
L(3)

(4) (4) +

(1) 50"

(2) 0"

(3) 30'

(4) 45" -sl'\! 4 /l'/
'lq

rt2
:a'(b\,

' t/^,

lp''

tlr.

D/Page 8
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39. A particle is moving with a uniform speed

in a circular orbit of radius R in a central

force inversely proportional to the nth

power of R. If the period of rotation of the

particle is T, then :

(1) T oc Rn/2

(2) T c R3/2 for anY n.
n rl(3) TocRT'

(4) f e B(n+1)/2

40. Two batteries with e.m.f. 12 V and 13 V

are connected in parallel across a load

resistor of 10 O. The intemal resistances of

the two batteries are 1 O and 2 O

respectiveh-- The voltage across the load

lies betrt-eerr :

(1) 11; V and 11.8 V
(21 11-6 Y ard 11..7 Y
(-1r 115 V and 11.6 V

rl! 11-4 V and 11.5 V

,'/ttl/-^ iill a-c- circuit, the instantaneous e'm'f.

and current are given by

e:100 sin 30 t

i:20 sin [go. - a)
\ 4)

In one cycle of a.c., the average Power
consumed by the circuit and the wattless

current are/ respectively :

(1) 50, 0

(2) 50, 10

An EM wave from air enters a medium.

The electric fields are

/\-E:: Eo2 icos [k (22-ct)] in medium,

rr-here the wave number k and

frequency u refer to their values in air. The

medium is non-magnetic. If e., and er,

refer to relative permittivities of air and

rr,,edium respectively, which of the

frllorving options is correct ?

tt1 
1

i1r 
- 

-;-t2

Qt.

^ ' :4
-l ,r2

€r,, _a
l, -') .r2

43. A telephonic communication service is

'rvorking at carrier frequency of 10 GHz.

Only 10% of it is utilized for transmission.

How many telephonic channels can be

transmitted simultaneously if each channel

requires a bandwidth of 5 kHz ?

(1) 2x106

(2) 2x1.03

(3) 2x1.04

(4) 2 x 10s

42.

t.1 
1

(4) .r2 
: 

4

,10

50(4) o,0
D Page 9 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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44. A granite rod of 60 cm length is clamped

at its middle Point and is set into
longitudinal vibrations. The density of

granite is 2.7 x103 kg/m3 and its Young's

modulus is 9.27 xL0t0 Pa. \Alhat will be

the fundamental frequencY of the

longitudinal vibrations ?

(1) 7.5 kHz

(2) 5 kllz
(3) 2.5 kHz

(4) 10 kFIz

45. It is found that if a neutron suffers an

elastic collinear collision with deuterium

at rest, fractional loss of its energy is p6 ;

while for its similar collision with carbon

nucleus at rest, fractional loss of energy

is pc. The values of Pu and P. are

respectively :

(1) (0, 1)

(2) (.8e, .28)

(3) (.28, .8e)

(4) (0, o)

46" The density of a material in the shape of a

// cube is determined by measuring three{
sides of the cube and its mass' If the

relative errors in measuring the mass and

length are respectively 1'.5% and 1%, the

maximum error in determining the densrty

is:

(1) 6%

(2) 2s%

(3) 3.s%

(4) 4.5Y"

Two moles of an ideal monoatomic gas

occupies a volume Y at 27"C. The gas

expands adiabatically to a volume 2 V-

Calcutate (a) the final temperature of the

gas and (b) change in its intemal energy.

47.

(1) (u) 1es K

(2) (u) 18e K

(3) (^) 1e5 K

(4)' (u) 18e K

(b) 2.7 kI

(b) 2.7 kl

(b) -2.7 kJ

(b) -?.7 kJ

48. A solid sphere of radius r made of a soft

material of bulk modulus K is surrounded

by a tiquid in a cylindrical container. A

massless piston of area a floats on the

surface of the liquid, covering entire cross

section of cytindrical container. When a

nurss m is placed on the surface of the

pistonto comPress the liquid, the fractional

decrement in the radius of the sphere,

(3) 3*g

(ar )l-1,ls:
Ir t

(1) #
Ka

(2) nts

mg

3Ka

Ka

(4)

SPACE FOR ROUGH WORKD/Page L0
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49. A parallel plate capacitor of capacitance

90 pF is connected to a battery of emf

20 V. If a dielectric material of dielectric

constant K : : is Ln-qerted betrveen the

plates, tf.. =.-----:-l,ie of the induced
-h,. _ 1.,-" '-_

----

: --- -

Ih Oinl ment of a circular loop
cqt*ecns*I, is m and the magnetic

ffi*trsne of the loop is Br. IAtrhen

L{ttrrrmst is doubled by keeping

trru*cmmrt, the magnetic field at

tolm dfte loop is Br. The ,utio L
B2

i:

t*t

An electron from various excited states of
hydrogen atom emit radiation to come to

the ground state. Let trrr, tr, be the

de Broglie wavelength of the electron in
the nth state and the ground state

respectively. Let Ar. be the wavelength of

the emitted photon in the transition from
the nft state to the ground state. For large

rt (A, B are constants)

51.

(1) ,\fr =1

(2) Ar',=A +

(3) z\rr=[ +B Xn

(4) r\fl = 61s^z

The mass of a hydrogen molecuie is

3.32x70-27 kg. If 1.a23 hvdrogen
molecules slrike, per second, a fixed wall
of area 2 crn2 at an angle of 45" to the

normal, and re"oound elastically with a

speed of L03 m/s, then the pressure on the

wall is nearly :

(1) 4.70x.l02 N/m2

(2) 2.35 x 103 N/rn2

(3) 4.70x103 N/m2

(4) 2.35 x 102 N/m2

B

ii

52.

HSSLiVE.IN HSSLiVE.IN HSSLIVE.IN HSSLIVE.IN HSSLiVE.IN
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;iU/lltt the graphs below are intended to

represent the same motion" One of them

does it incorrectly. Pick it uP'

55. On interchanging the resistances, the

balance point of a meter bridge shifts to

ttre left b)' 10 cm. The resistance of their

series combinationis 1 kO. Hor,s muchuras

the resistance on the left slot before

interchanging the resistances ?

(1) e10 o

(2) eeO o

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

505 ()

550 ()

/ ce'

(3)

moving jn circular orbits of radii r., rp, 16

respectively in a uniJolm magretic field B'

The relation between te, rp,ro is :

(1) re<r..<rp

(2) r. ) r, : r,.

(3) r"(rr: ro

(1) re < rp < rcr

In a poten*riometer experiment, it is found

that no current Passes through the

galvanome'ter when the terminals of the

cell are connected across 52 crn of the

potenticmeter u,'ite. If the cell is shunterl

bv a resist;ince of 5 d\, a balance is found

lthen the cell is coru:rected across 40 cm of

the wire. Find the internal resistance of

the cell.

(1) 2.5 {t

(2) 1o

(3) 1.5 o

(4) 2o

56.

(4)

tion

D/Page L2 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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57. If the series limit frequerrcy of the Lyman

series is ur, then the series limit frequenry

of the Pfund series is:

(1) utlE

(2) E1

- -:h of the centrair:
- :-:-.gle slit diffracticn
-. = rvidth of the slit is
- -: is illuminated by

. :-:ne waves. If another

- -- -s ntade near it, Young's

: - :=n-ed on a screen Placed

- -n from the siits. If the

- - '- .- -".'tdth is 1 cm, what is slit

- - .:=l'.Ce ?

--=:-'\'ecn the centres of each

= _- * Il'.

59. A particle is mo"'ing in a circular path of

raclius a under the action of an attractive

1.

potential U: - - '-. 115 total energy is :

ZT

3k(1) -i ?

(2)
k

1a2

(3)

(1) Zero

A silver atom in a solid oscillates in simple

harmonic motion in some direction with a

frequencv of 1012/sec. W'hat is the force

corrsta.nt of the bonds corurecting one atom

rl.th the other ? (Mole wt. of silver:108 and

:\r,agadro number : 6 .O2xtff gm mole - 1)

(1) 5.5 N/m

(2) 6.4 N/m

(3) 7.1 N/m

(1) 2.2 N/m

D Page 13 SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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PART C - CHEMISTRY

*l/ por L molal aqueous solution of the
fcllowing compounds, which one will
sho'w the highest freezing point ?

(1) [Co(FIro)rC13].3H2o
(:) [Co(H"O)u]Cl,
(3) [Co(Hro)uCUC12.H2o
(1) [Co(Hro)ncl2]Cl.2H2o

64. Glucose on prolonged heating with H
gives:

(1) 6-iodohexanal

(2) z-Hexane

(3) L-Hexene

(4) Hexanoic acid

6f'An alkali is titrated against an acid wifl
methyl orange as indicator, which of thr

following is a correct combination ?

Base Acid End point
(1) Strong Strong Pink to

(2) Weak
colourless

Strong Colourless t<

P14k
(3) Strong Strong Pinkish red

to yellow
(4) Weak Strong Yellow to

pinkish red

66. The predominant form of histamint
/ present in human blood is (pKu

Histidine:6.0)

62 Hvclrogen peroxide oxidises [Fe(CN)u]a-
to [Fe(CN)o]3- in acidic medium but
reduces [Fe(CN).]3- to [Fe(CN)6]a- in
alkaline medium. The other products
formed are, respectively :

(1) H"O and (H2O+OH-)
(2) (H2O+Or) and HrO

(3) (H2O + Or) and (H2O + oH - )
(4) HrO and (IJ2O+O2)

53. Which of the following compounds will
be suitable for Kjeldahl's method for
nitrogen estimation ?

+
N2Cl -

(1)

(2) ( .N

(1)
H
N

H
N_

\o-N
H

(3)

NHz

@
NHs

(2)

(3)

(4)
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' 67. The increasing order of basicity of
following compounds is :

69. How long (approximate) should water be
electrolysed by passing through
100 amperes current so that the oxygen
released can completely burn 22.66 g of
diborane ?

(Atomic weight of B:10.g u)

(1) 1.6 hours

(2) 5.4 hours

(3) 0.8 hours

(4) 3.2 hours

{ aon"ider the following reaction and
statements :

[Co(NHr)oBr 2l+ * Br - -+[Co(NHr)sBre] + NH3

(D Two isomers are produced if the
reactant complex ion is a cis_isomer.

(D Two isomers are produced if the
reactant complex ion is a trans_
isomer.

(III) OnIy one isomer is produced if the
reactant complex ion is a ttans_
isomer.

GV) OnIy one isomer is produced if the
reactant complex ion is a cls_isomer.

The correct statements are :

(1) (II) and (IV)

(2) (I) and (II)

(3) (I) and (IIf

(4) (III) and (IV)

the

(")

(d)

: ( -t

: : <,d)

. .: <(c)

-i 1 : t:. _:e dependence of
: _._ _--r -_: _.-i_11t, K, for an exothermic

- 
.,I

(1) AadD

(2) AildB

(3) BildC

(4) C and D
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7L. Phenol reacts with methyl chloroformate

in the Preselrce of NaOH to form product

A. A reacts with Br, to form product B'

A and B are resPectivelY :

-t--

z{ X518'C, the rate of decomposition of a

,umpi" of gaseous acetaldehyde' initially

at a Pressure of 363 Totr' was

1.00 Torr s-1 when 5% had reacted and

0.5 Torr s-1 when 33%hadreacted' The

order of the reaction is :

{\K <-

The combustion of benzene (1) gives CO2@)

and HrO(l). Given that heat of combustion

of benzene at constant volume is

-326g.9 kJ mol-L at 25" C; heat of

combustion (in k) mol-1) of benzene at

constant Pressure will be :

(R:8.3t+ 1K-r mol-l)

(1) -3267.5
(2) 4152.6

(3) - 452.46

(4) 3260

C1HrO7 is :

(1) c2H1O3

(2) c3H6O3

(3) c2HlO

(4) c3H4O2

(1) 0

(2) 2

t1l -,

(4) 1

74.

(3)

o---.ro\
li u"a
o

72. An aqueous solution contains an unknown

concentration of Ba2+ ' When 50 mL of a

1 M solution of Na;POn is added' BaSOa

justbegins to precipitate, The finalvolume

is 500 mL. The solubility product of BaSOo

is 1x10-10. What is the original

concentration of B*+ ?

(1) 1.0 x 10-10 M

(2) 5x10-e M

(3) 2x10-e M

(4) 1.1x10-e M
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76 Tlne trans-alkenes are formed by the

reduction of alkynes with :

(1) Sn - HCI

(2) II,2- Pd/C, BaSor

(3) NaBHn

(4) Na/liq. NH,

Which of the following dre t ewis acids ?

(1) BCl, and AlCl3

(2) PH, and BCt,

(3) ACla and SiCln

(4) PH, and SiCIn

\Arhen metal'M' is treated with NaOH, a

white gelatinous precipitate'X' is obtained,

r.t,hich is soluble in excess of NaOH.

Compound'X' when heated strongly gives

an oxide u'hich is used in chromatography

as an adsorbent. The metal'M' is :

(1) Fe

(2) zn

(3) Ca

(4) A1

According to molecular orbital theory,

which of the following will not be a viable

molecule ?

(1) H7-

.)r(l) H"i'

I(3) H"z

(1) H;

80. The major product formed in the following

reaction is :

o'/
o/-\

79.

1

l)

(3)

(4)
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81. Phenol on treatment with CO, in the
presence of NaOH followed by
acidification produces compound X as the
major product. X on treatment with
(CH3CO)2O in the presence of catalytic
amount of FITSO. produces :

82. {^rrn of the following compounds
contain(s) no covalent bond(s) ?

KCl, PH3, C2,B.2}{6, H,SO4

(1) KCL B2H5

(2) KCl, B2H6, PH3

(3) KCl, H7SO4

(1) KCl

\\hich tvpe of 'defect' has the presence ot
cations in the interstitial sites ?

i1 ) \'Ietal deficiency defect

rl t Schottkv defect

ll r Vacancy defect

{l Frenkel defect

Ihe major product of the follorving
:eaclion is :

(1)

HSSLiVE.IN HSSLiVE.IN HSSLiVE.!N HSSLiVE.IN HSSLiVE.IN

84

(2)

(3)

CHs

(4)

(3

(4)
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85. The compound that does not produce

nitrogen gasby the thermal decomposition

is:

(1) (NH4)2SO4

(2) Ba(Nr),

(3) (NHn)rCr2o,

(4) NH4NO2

An aqueous solution contains 0.10 M H2S

and 0.20 M HCl. If the equilibrium
constants for the fornration of FIS- from

HrS is 1.0x10-7 and ttrat of 52- from
HS- ions is 7-2x7O-73 then the

concentration of 52- ions in aqueous

solution is :

(1) 5 x 10-1e

(2) 5 x 10-8

(3) 3 x10-m

(4) 6 x 10-a

/The oxidation states of

Cr r+ [Cr(HrO)u]Clr, [Cr(CuH6)2], and

Kr[Cr(CN)z(O)z(Oz) (NHu) ] respectively

are :

(1) +3, O, and +4

(2) +3, +4, and +6

(3) +3, +2, and +4

(4) +3,0, and +6

The recommended concentration of
fluoride ion in drinking wqter is up to
1 ppm as fluoride ion is required to make

teeth enamel harder by converting

[3Car(Pon)r'Ca(oH)2]'to :

(1) [3{ca(oH) 2|CaF) 
\

(2) [caF2l

(3) [3(caF)'ca(ou)r]

(4) [3Ca3(Pon)2'CaF2]'

(1) 1.2

(2) 3

(3) 6

(4) e

-o0o-

85.

sg./vrlhi"h of the following salts is the most

basic in aqueous solution ?

(1) Pb(cH3Coo)2

(2) A1(cN)3

(3) CH3COOK

(4) FeCl,

90! Total number of lone pair of electrons

13 ion is :

tn
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1. The candidates should fill in the required

Sheet (Side-l) wrlh Black Ball Point Pen'

2. For writing/marking particulars onSide-2
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space) on the Test Booklet/Answer Sheet' 
J 

I
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i

t lrith care,4s rmdet'no citannstattcc: :':'-: -' --'r I
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